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TET-SAT Area

Digital Pedagogy

Number and name of
the illustrated
competence

Question 7. Plan, use and evaluate digital tools to be integrated in the
teaching and learning process (ICT devices, digital tools and software,
Internet and networks)

Estimated level for
this competence

Capable

Learning outcome(s)
associated with it

Getting students more interested in learning sciences
I use a wiki along each unit with the topics that students have to learn.

Type or name of ICT
used

wikispace

What you do that
meet this level

I have created several wikis for the preparation of my students to get a
good level of learning. Each unit has different videos, songs and games.
They like this web 2 tool because they can learn at home in a very
visual way. Even their parents can use it too in order to help them with
the different objects of the lessons.
Even if the statements in the wiki are in Spanish(above all to help
those parents that do not know English), all the videos, songs are
games are in English
All the videos and songs are no much longer than 3 / 4 minutes.

Image or link to the
example

http://madrastra.es/wiki/
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Draft actions to move
to the next level

Taking part on different forums where the ideas of the use of web tools
that promotes learning, motivating students about using these tools
more effectively.
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